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ABSTRACT
There has recently been a great deal of interest in the potential of computer games to function as innovative educational tools. However, there is very little evidence of games fulfilling that potential. Indeed, the process of merging the disparate goals of education and games design appears problematic, and there are currently no practical guidelines for how to do so in a coherent manner. In this paper, we describe the successful, empirically validated teaching methods developed by behavioural psychologists and point out how they are uniquely suited to take advantage of the benefits that games offer to education. We conclude by proposing some practical steps for designing educational games, based on the techniques of Applied Behaviour Analysis. It is intended that this paper can both focus educational games designers on the features of games that are genuinely useful for education, and also introduce a successful form of teaching that this audience may not yet be familiar with.
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INTRODUCTION
There has recently been a great deal of interest in harnessing the motivational qualities of computer games in order to create powerful, engaging educational tools [22,49,48,46]. However, little is known about how, exactly, games achieve these motivational qualities. Furthermore, there are very few practical recommendations made on how to recreate the motivation seen in entertainment games when designing educational games. Most literature that has been published on the design of games for education is purely descriptive and discusses why games should be good learning tools, rather than what can be done to make sure that they are. Perhaps as a consequence, the majority of educational games can be described as chocolate-covered broccoli [9] neither fun, nor of educational benefit.

The intention of this paper is to provide a clear, practical framework for designing engaging game mechanics in educational games, based on the successful, empirically validated teaching methods developed by behavioural psychologists. We are motivated by the findings that whilst there is very little evidence of computer games outperforming traditional teaching methods in terms of contributing towards students successfully achieving education outcomes, there is a great deal of evidence of behavioural teaching programmes doing so. Crucially, the methods that computer games designers and behavioural psychologists have developed for teaching appear very similar to each other in many ways. Both computer games and behavioural teaching programmes are approaches to education that reject the traditional lecture format and use novel, creative methods of structuring the education process, centred on personalised instruction.

In this paper we will first introduce the argument for using games as educational tools and the problems that are inherent in doing so. We will then discuss the processes involved in designing engaging computer games, before addressing the problem of merging the disparate goals of education and game design. We will then suggest that Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA), the method of teaching developed by behavioural psychologists, can provide a foundation for the design of educational games, while maintaining those aspects of entertainment games that are
crucial to player motivation. We will conclude by providing a step-by-step guide in designing an educational game on the basis of ABA.

GAMES AS TOOLS FOR EDUCATION

Student motivation is a key predictor of successful educational outcomes [38,39]. Indeed, one of the most basic and important predictors of student achievement is the amount of time a student spends engaged in learning (or time-on-task; [1,27,20,57]). Traditional mainstream education has been criticised by many as being poor at motivating all but a small minority of learners [55]. Much criticism has been directed towards the lecture-based structure that is still ubiquitous in educational institutions today [45,48]. Critics have typically asserted that the primary advantage of the lecture format is economical rather than pedagogical [41]. What appears to be needed is a medium that provides similar cost-effectiveness as the lecture format, but with the ability to retain rather than alienate learners [41].

Video games have emerged as a technology that specialises in, and is hugely successful at, engaging and motivating users to spend time-on-task [15,22,41]. It is clear that people are highly motivated to engage in these games [48]. In addition to the apparent motivational qualities of computer games, many have commented on how learning is an essential part of successfully playing a game [22,23,30,48]. Indeed, it could be argued that all commercial games are educational, as they train players to learn the skills needed for gaining success within that game. Essentially, it seems that games designers have hit on profoundly successful methods of getting people to learn and to enjoy learning [22,30].

Given that games specialise in engendering motivation, are hugely popular and already require players to learn, it should be no surprise that the creation of games that provide some form of learning experience for the player has been proposed. Educational games appear to offer the potential to improve learner motivation, time-on-task and, consequently, learning outcomes.

Existing games are not particularly successful

While it seems apparent that games have the potential to function as valuable teaching tools, there is very little evidence that they 1) produce reliable, valid and long-lasting educational outcomes, or 2) do so better than traditional education structures. There is very little empirical work published that investigates the educational potential of games in any rigorous manner, and less still that measures the learning outcomes of games compared to other teaching methods [41]. Indeed, review articles [15,44] tend to focus on pointing out reasons why games have the potential to constitute valuable learning tools, rather than reviewing any empirical evidence.

O’Neill et al. [46] conducted a thorough review of articles published on educational computer games in the previous 15 years. They found that, despite the thousands of articles available, only 19 presented a rigorous quantitative or qualitative analysis of educational outcomes from computer games. Of those 19 articles, findings regarding the educational benefits of games were mixed, which echoes the findings of other commentators [14,24,49]. Furthermore, in cases where positive educational outcomes have been found, it is possible that these can be attributed to the instructional design of the educational programme and not to games as a medium (see [12] for a discussion on this point). O’Neill et al., conclude that, “the evidence of potential is striking, but the empirical evidence for effectiveness of games as learning environments is scant” (p. 468).

It is important to note that although reviews have pointed to a lack of convincing evidence for games as educational tools, this does not mean that there haven’t been any games that have produced positive educational outcomes. For example, Lee et al. [31] found that students completed 3 times as many maths problems over 19 days using a computer game than they normally did using just worksheets. McLean et al. [43] found favourable results for games in comparison to other teaching methods, across a range of games that taught subjects as diverse as geology and biology. A randomised control trial of a diabetes-management game was found to reduce hospital visits for children aged 8-16 who played it [32]. Indeed, every month there are growing numbers of studies that demonstrate how games can facilitate learning.

However, despite this growing evidence base, it is questionable whether any greater level of understanding on how to best produce learning outcomes through game-based teaching programmes is being generated. Without a solid theoretical framework through which to design studies and interpret results, it is very difficult to differentiate which elements of a successful game were essential in producing those successful outcomes and which were not necessary.

Factors that predict effectiveness of educational games

Given the apparent consensus that games should be effective tools for education, and, further, that some studies have found positive effects for games on educational outcomes, it is surprising to discover that there have been very few concrete, empirically validated suggestions on how to design successful educational games [15,21,24,41,44,46]. In fact, a large number of factors have been suggested as potentially important, but few have been demonstrated conclusively. For example, commentators have suggested that factors such as fun [2], flow [Error! Reference source not found.], engagement [30], feedback [40, 41], goals [15, 56], problem solving [23], game balance and pacing [23], interesting choices [51] and fantasy narrative [38,39], among many others are essential to the success of a game. Indeed, perhaps the most influential book in the field of educational gaming [22] mentions 36 possible ways that people can learn from games. What is
missing is the evidence of components that do reliably predict successful outcomes.

One exception to this analysis appears to lie in the concept of Intrinsic Learning ([25]; also referred to as procedural rhetoric [8]). Intrinsic learning requires the embedding of learning outcomes of a teaching programme within the mechanics of a game. It appears crucial that the task learned in the game maps directly on to the challenges faced in the real world. Habgood [25] investigated experimentally the importance of integrating learning content with the mechanics of a game. Specifically, in two studies, he found that a game in which learning was intrinsic to game play was motivational and educationally more effective than an almost identical game in which learning was not intrinsic to game play. Thus it appears that we have at least one coherent, experimentally verified rule for designing educational games; a successful educational game must integrate the learning with the game play mechanics, rather than as an addition to the game play mechanics.

In summary, while it may prove useful for games designers to give suggestions on game features that enhance engagement, if they are not specific enough to test empirically they are of very little use to other designers. What is necessary in order to advance the understanding of how to build successful educational games is a rigorous framework for defining parameters that can be experimentally validated. We propose that applied behaviour analysis (ABA; [13]) may form an ideal framework for both guiding the design of educational games and conducting the basic research on how to teach successfully via games.

**DESIGNING COMPUTER GAMES**

One of the key mistakes made by educational games designers lies in focusing too heavily on educational content to the detriment of the gameplay [25]. The reason why games have been proposed as good educational tools is that they are seen as intrinsically motivating. However, that does not mean that everything which is called a game, or looks like a game, will have those motivating qualities. Simply translating a standard textbook-style educational programme into a point-and-click computer programme, does not constitute game design. Rather, a similar approach must be taken to designing an educational game as that is taken to entertainment games.

In order to build a successful educational game, it is crucial to understand what is involved in designing a traditional computer game. From a review of the literature on game design [7,30,36,51] the following features appear important to most games:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Games typically require the player to take some actions or decisions in order to reach those goals [51].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games typically excel at providing immediate, appropriate and specific feedback to players. This feature is at the heart of the motivation, sustained attention, learning and fun experienced by game players [36,40,41].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games often have a complex system for presenting players with rewards for achievement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games methodically teach players the skills needed to meet complex challenges. Long, complex tasks are broken down into short, simple components. These components are trained individually before being chained together [22,23,30].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally, players are expected to demonstrate excellent performance of a skill before they can advance to using that skill in a more challenging environment. Complex tasks, then, simply require the chaining together of these previously learned simple skills.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where games present the player with options for taking action, no one action should be obviously correct, while others are obviously incorrect [22,30,48,51].

**Table 1: List of features seen in most entertainment games.**

Of course, this list is in no way exhaustive, and including these seven features will not guarantee a successful game. However, these features are observed in a lot of successful entertainment games, thus implying that they are useful in the engendering and maintaining of player motivation. So, when designing educational games, it appears important to take a pedagogical approach that allows for the inclusion of those features.

**INTEGRATING THE GOALS OF EDUCATION AND GAME DESIGN**

In order to design successful educational games we need to adopt an educational framework that is both successful and congruent with the goals of game design. We also need a method of instruction that takes greatest advantage of the benefits that medium of computer games offer; their ability to teach in a one-to-one manner, to adapt to the performance of each individual player, to deliver timely and specific feedback to players in a controlled manner, and to motivate players of a wide range of knowledge or skill levels. We propose that Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA), as a framework, fulfills all of these requirements.

ABA programmes, such as Precision Teaching [33,34,35], Direct Instruction [16], and the Personalized System of Instruction [28] are methods for teaching based on the findings of behavioural science. They are typically delivered on a one-to-one basis and reject the lecture format, relying on the teacher more as a coach. They are...
designed on the assumption that learning is maximised when high performance targets are set and teaching is focused on the individual. Indeed, unlike in traditional education, the passing criterion in behavioural education is not 40%, but typically somewhere around 90%. If the learner does not reach this stringent passing criterion, they are required to repeat the programme until they do reach it.

**ABA programmes are highly successful**

There has been a great deal of empirical support for the effectiveness of behavioural teaching programmes. Indeed, they have been extremely successful wherever implemented, from university modules [52] to secondary school, [45] primary school [33,34], driver education programmes [4] and challenging populations [11].

Behavioural teaching methodologies have been particularly successful as early interventions for children diagnosed with autistic spectrum disorders [37].

Despite the empirical evidence for the effectiveness of behavioural teaching methods, they have not yet been widely adopted within mainstream education in any country to date. A number of suggestions (i.e., [4,35,45,52]) have been put forward to explain this situation. For example, educators may be hesitant to adopt instructional methods that are contrary to traditional pedagogical systems or are difficult to fit into the traditional academic calendar [52].

Behavioural strategies require substantial planning, preparation of resources and training, which many educators have been unwilling to undertake [4].

One of the core barriers to acceptance, according to Lindsley [35], is the focus on repetition and discipline within behaviour methodologies and how these don’t fit well with current views commonly held by educators that learning should be fun. He draws a comparison between the attitudes of educators and those who coach in athletics and the performing arts. “It is amazing that educators and the public accept the need for disciplined regular daily practice in the performing arts and in athletics, yet reject it in academics.”

Crucially, computer games appear ideally suited to circumvent a large number of the factors that are holding back the uptake of these highly effective teaching programmes in mainstream education. The use of computer games require little extra training for the teacher, since a well designed game itself teaches the user how to play it. Games can be fit within the traditional academic timetable, they require no resources other than the game itself, and they motivate players to engage in exactly the type of disciplined, repetitive rehearsal that Lindsley [35] suggested as crucial to success in education.

**ABA is similar in structure to games**

ABA programmes, have structures that resemble computer games in important ways. For example, in a Precision Teaching programme [33,35], the teacher defines each individual target behaviour that the student needs to improve on. They also define a target frequency of that behaviour, and clearly state the rewards for reaching that target. For example, the goal may be to answer forty 12-times-tables problems in a 30 second period. The student practices the behaviour until the specified target is met. Once performance targets have been met, the student obtains the pre-defined reward and the teacher sets a new task. Students record their own performance under supervision of teachers on specially designed charts. From viewing these charts, students have constant access to feedback on their performance relative to previous sessions.

Interestingly, highly engaging games typically have clearly specified and measurable goals (such as to level-up), require a great deal of repetition of skills in order to reach that goal (fighting numerous similar enemies), are often conducted under time constraints, have clearly specified rewards for reaching the specified goal (stronger player/more weapons/access to new levels) and provide constant feedback from the game state on how successfully the player is performing. The similarities to behavioural teaching programmes are striking. In addition, successful games pay a great deal of attention to the rate in which complexity is increased over the course of game levels and to the balance and pacing of player advancement through these levels. These issues of rates, balance and pacing appear to precisely parallel the process that the behaviour analyst undertakes in defining larger programmes for students.

**Has this approach to educational games been undertaken before?**

Some researchers have already adapted and used games within behavioural education programmes. For example, Fox et al. [19] adapted a commercially available board game to train social and vocational skills to developmentally delayed adults. The game contingencies increased social/vocational skills in all targeted areas. Medland and Stachnik [42] successfully used a game to improve the classroom behaviour of fifth grade students. The game reduced the dependent measures from their baseline rate by almost 99% for one group and 97% for the other. Bay-Hinitz, Peterson and Quiltitch [3] used cooperative games to modify the aggressive and co-operative behaviours of young children. Cooperative behaviour increased and aggression decreased during cooperative games and these behaviours generalised to subsequent free-play sessions.

It appears that behaviour modification and teaching programmes can, and have, been delivered effectively via games. Indeed, Bay-Hinitz [3] point out that there is a practical advantage to delivering behavioural interventions via games; “instructing children in the use of particular games is a simple strategy, particularly when compared to training a teacher to carry out a specific treatment plan using contingent reinforcement for certain responses” (p. 445). However, these findings have made little impact on the field of educational games in general.
In summary, it appears that ABA programmes are both highly successful methods for teaching, and also resemble games in a number of important ways. In fact ABA programmes appear ideally suited to taking advantage of the benefits that the medium of computer games offer; they excel in teaching in a one-to-one manner, they are adaptive to the performance of each individual learner, they are based on delivering timely and specific feedback to learners in a controlled manner, and they have been used to motivate players of a wide range of knowledge or skill levels. As games and ABA programmes appear to share all of these important features, it should be possible to build games based on ABA principles without losing the motivation typically elicited by entertainment games.

ABA AND THE DESIGN OF EDUCATIONAL GAMES

In this section will attempt to explain some basic steps taken by behaviour analysts in designing educational programmes, and point out how they can be implemented in the design of educational computer games. The steps presented below should, on their own, be enough to improve the chances of games genuinely helping learners to achieve their learning outcomes. These steps can be broken into three categories; a) defining and measuring behaviour, b) recording and analysing behaviour change, c) presenting corrective feedback, and d) dynamically adapting to student performance.

Defining and measuring behaviour

Selecting and defining target behaviours

The most basic and important step in the design of any educational programme is to clearly define the intended learning outcomes of that programme. These outcomes must be defined as clearly, objectively observable behaviours, and it must be possible to provide a specific definition of when a learner has and has not reached that learning outcome. For example, rather than an outcome of ‘knowledge of 12-times tables’ it should be defined as, the ability to solve any twenty randomly presented 12-times tables problems in a 30 second window. This definition is testable and is possible for a computer to evaluate as correct or not.

Similarly to the concept of intrinsic learning suggested by games designers [8,25], behaviour analysts insist that the “behaviour chosen … must be the behaviour in need of improvement, not a similar behaviour that serves as a proxy for the behaviour of interest, or the subjects verbal description of the behaviour” ([13], p.16). So, whether or not participants have reached a learning outcome should not be judged by their answers to a questionnaire (unless the learning outcome is to improve the learners ability to answer questionnaires). Rather, whether they have reached that learning outcome or not should be observable from the action of the player as they are playing.

Essentially, instruction should not be designed as blocks of play and tests. The play, itself, should be the behaviour that is examined. This is especially important in a computer game, where a teacher is not present to interpret behaviour. So, if the game has been designed to teach industrial chemistry, and a learning outcome is an understanding of the chemical reactions necessary for the extraction of iron from iron ore, the game should take place at the molecular level. It is not appropriate to create a game where people can throw random chemicals into a furnace, then observe the outcomes and answer a multiple choice questionnaire.

ABA programmes, like games, break complex tasks into simpler component tasks and ensure that learners can perform those simpler tasks before requiring performance of the complex skill. So, the designer must clearly define not only the ultimate learning outcome of the programme, but also the series of steps that learners must reach on their way to that goal. In this way, a hierarchy of learning outcomes is created, where knowledge of the simplest concepts and processes are taught first, and knowledge and performance are built methodically. Once the player has passed a challenge and demonstrated a knowledge of a particular concept, they are immediately presented with a more complex challenge that builds upon that newly acquired information.

Measuring Behaviour

Measurement refers to the process of assigning numerical values to observed behaviour. Above, we mentioned the
importance of ensuring that the skill that is the focus of the programme is exactly the same as the skill being measured. This is particularly important when designing educational computer games, as it will allow us to automate the process of evaluation and feedback.

We must also consider the units we are measuring. In traditional educational settings it is normal to report the number of tasks that have been performed correctly and the number that have been performed incorrectly. ABA programmes focus heavily not only on accuracy, but on temporal aspects of performance. So, tasks are typically carried out within time constraints. Behaviour analysts have found that measures which include temporal components are a more accurate method for judging how comfortable, or fluent the learner is with the material than simple measures of accuracy [13]. So, requiring accurate performance within strict time constraints is a proven method for ensuring that learners are familiar with the material, and also reflects a commonly used game mechanic.

**RECORDING AND ANALYSING BEHAVIOUR CHANGE**

**Recording data**

Closely related to the process of measuring behaviour, is that of recording those measurements in a way that is easy for both the learner and instructor to understand. Behaviour analysts record every single instance of every target behaviour. For example, in a spelling exercise, the position of each letter in a word is checked and marked whether it is correct or not. These raw data points are then entered on line graphs, called celeration charts, which allow both the teacher and learner to view easily any changes in the learners’ performance of that behaviour. In a computer game, these data points must be recorded in a way that is easy for the game application to read and analyse.

Interestingly, the delivery of ABA programmes via computer games allows for a great deal of innovation in terms of recording and presenting data in ways that are useful for both educators and learners to understand. Celeration charts have been developed for their ease of use for the instructor, but computers have a far greater capacity for manipulating data. While it will still be essential to record every data point and present them in a meaningful way, just how that data is presented is open to the creativity of the game designer. For example, games typically track performance through a representation of health, lives, level, and other such metrics. This ability to present data in an engaging manner may be one of the key ways that computer games can actually improve upon existing ABA programmes.

**Analysing behaviour change**

The key metric used by behaviour analysts in monitoring the success of learners is the change in their behaviour over time. Essentially, once a learning outcome has been defined, the behaviour analyst continually measures the learner performing that behaviour and examines whether or not the learner is approaching that outcome.

Consider the example of a coach who is teaching a player to improve their ability to score 3-point shots in basketball. The coach will allow the player to shoot freely, marking down the number of baskets the player makes out of ten shots. The coach then instructs the player in how to improve their technique before watching them practice. Again, the coach observes and marks down on a chart how many are scored. This continues, until the player reaches their target, with the coach intervening only occasionally.

Automating the process of analysing behaviour change is simple, once the preceding steps of defining, measuring and recording behaviour have been carried out in a methodical fashion. In computer games, it may not be always possible to take a true baseline – if the taking of baseline data does not seem congruent to the game design, then performances on early attempts can be compared with performance on later attempts in order to evaluate whether change in behaviour is happening. Computer games can do exactly this type of analysis, without the need for complex machine learning algorithms.

**Providing corrective feedback**

**Presenting feedback**

Feedback is presented to learners in most educational programmes in order to give them information regarding how closely their current level of performance matches their goals. The intention is to guide the learner towards excellent performance.

The process whereby performance-related feedback alters the behaviour of learners has been referred to, by behavioural psychologists, as operant conditioning [53,54]. Through investigations of operant conditioning, behavioural psychologists have demonstrated how feedback should be presented in order to maximize the attention and motivation of learners [10]. These findings are directly relevant to the design of educational games. A brief explanation of how these concepts are currently used in games is presented below.

| Positive Reinforcement describes a situation where the presentation of a stimulus as a consequence of an instance of behaviour makes that behaviour more likely to occur in that context in future. For example, gaining experience points and gold pieces for killing a goblin may make goblin-slaughter the more likely response to future goblin encounters. |
| Negative Reinforcement describes a situation where the removal or termination of an existing stimulus (or existing aversive condition) as a consequence of an instance of behaviour makes that behaviour more likely to occur in that context in future. Negative reinforcement is manifest in games where players are forced to re-start from the... |
beginning of a level or stage when they die - not wanting to waste time replaying the easy parts of the same level over-and-over is a powerful motivator.

Positive Punishment describes a situation where the presentation or addition of a stimulus as a consequence of an instance of behaviour makes that behaviour less likely to occur in that context in future. For example, in modern First-person Shooter Games, running aggressively into battle with machine guns firing and little regard to tactics is typically punished by the player’s’ rapid death.

Negative Punishment describes a situation where the removal or termination of a stimulus as a consequence of an instance of behaviour makes that behaviour less likely to occur. For example, in role-playing games, upon the player’s death they are deducted an amount of previously collected experience points.

Table 2. Explanation of how operant conditioning processes work in computer games.

Both engaging games and successful ABA programmes use these basic processes in combination in order to ensure that the game is able to provide consistent, appropriate and specific feedback to the player, and to guide them towards performing at a high skill level. When you wish a player to learn a particular skill or strategy while playing your game, it appears that adopting the following approach is useful; a) offering a variety of rewards for correct performance, b) offering persistent negative consequences for poor performance, which the player will work to avoid, and c) directly presenting negative consequences when the player does something that you do not want them to do.

Evaluating the effectiveness of feedback
In order to apply these techniques successfully, it is crucial to understand the difference between a ‘reward’ and a reinforcer. A reward is any stimulus given to a player on the assumption that it will increase the likelihood of the rewarded behaviour being repeated in future. However, simply providing game players with extra points, new items, or access to new levels is of little value unless the game actually checks to see whether the player has learned from the reward.

Behavioural psychologists continually test whether the rewards they offer produce changes in the target behaviour (i.e. learning). If the targeted behaviour does increase as a consequence of the delivery of a reward stimulus, then the game can classify that stimulus as a reinforcer, and use it later when necessary [53]. So, a reward simply refers to anything presented as a consequence of desired performance; a reinforcer is an example of one of those events that has been demonstrated to work. The same principle applies to punishers.

As there are very few (if any) stimuli that function as a reinforcer or punisher for all people at all times, it is necessary that the game should be able to evaluate the impact of the different rewards that it offers in order to evaluate whether the rewards provided by the game are ones that the player, as an individual, is personally motivated to obtain. Indeed, there should be different types of rewards that players can work for at any time and the game should include some simple way of evaluating which rewards are most reinforcing for each player.

Fortunately, behavioural psychologists have developed useful techniques for evaluating the relative reinforcing strength of different rewards, and it appears that these techniques may be ideal for use in computer games. Herrnstein [26] found that when two or more behaviour options are available, behaviour can be explained quite well via a mathematical formula that he called the ‘matching law.’ Understanding the matching law can help games designers create uniquely adaptive and engaging games. Herrnsteins algorithm allows us to monitor the relative attractiveness of each of the various reinforcers on offer with a given game.

Through continuously monitoring a players behaviour, a game (educational or otherwise) can automatically calculate which rewards are eliciting the most work from that player (i.e., which are most reinforcing). In an entertainment game such as Fallout 3 [6], for example, through monitoring player activity, the game could easily identify that a given player has spent twice as much time or effort doing missions for which they will receive rare items, as those for which they receive ‘karma’ points. Using the Matching Law to interpret this data, the game could deduce that rare items are twice as reinforcing for that player as karma points. Thus, using this simple strategy, it is possible for games to dynamically evaluate the reinforcing strength of each of the available game rewards for each individual player player, and make adjustments to its own reward system in order to exploit this data. A similar process would be very useful for maintaining the engagement of educational games players.

Scheduling rewards
Of huge importance to educational game design is the question of how best to maintain the attention and motivation of the learner. Behaviour analysts have found that in order to maintain behaviour, we must carefully consider not only what to use as a reward, but also how and when learners should gain access to those rewards. It is not sufficient to offer a reward after every action that a user takes. Rather, in order to sustain attention over a period of time, it is necessary to manipulate either the number of responses required, or the time elapsed before reinforcement is delivered for a particular behaviour [18]. Different schedules are appropriate in different contexts, depending on the type of behaviour you wish to engender in the user. This process has been examined extensively in the behaviour analysis literature under the term ‘schedules of reinforcement’ [10,18]. Below are four schedules
commonly used in both education settings and computer games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed Ratio</strong></td>
<td>Schedules deliver reinforcement after every nth response. For example, FR5 schedules provide reinforcement consistently after every fifth response. This schedule produces a high, steady rate of responding with a brief pause after the delivery of the reinforcer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable Ratio</strong></td>
<td>Schedules are similar to FR schedules, with the exception that, rather than being predictable, the number of responses required for reinforcement oscillates around a mean. This type of schedule creates a high and steady rate of responding and is typically the most economical; a lot of work can be generated by few instances of reinforcement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Fixed Interval</strong></td>
<td>A Fixed interval is a schedule where only the first response after a specified amount of time has elapsed is rewarded, while premature responses are not reinforced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable Interval</strong></td>
<td>Variable Interval schedules are similar to FI schedules, with the exception that the time for which reinforcement is unavailable oscillates around a mean, rather than being predictable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Explanation of four different schedules of reinforcement.

Behaviour analysts use combinations of these schedules in order to motivate learners. Indeed, the literature [10,13,18] suggests that if people have a consistent history of being reinforced for their efforts, the workload required to reach those same rewards can be increased gradually over time without losing the motivational effects of those rewards. It is not necessary, or even good practice, to keep rewarding every action. Behavioural Psychologists refer to this technique as ‘schedule leaning.’ Indeed, the technique is also observed in computer games, where the first few tasks that a player completes are reinforced through new items, new skills and leveling-up. However, as the player progresses and spends more time playing the game, the number of actions needed to produce a reinforcer are increased.

**Adapting to student performance**

Both games and ABA programmes are built on the assumption that the challenges presented should be appropriate to the users’ skill level. There should always be the opportunity for reinforcement, regardless of the level of ability that a learner initially demonstrates. In order to ensure that this is the case within an ABA-based educational game, that game must be able to analyse the players performance and adapt in order to consistently present appropriate challenges. This appears to be quite a challenge, but can be done quite effectively if the previous steps have been taken carefully.

Firstly, clearly defined goals, each representing components of the ultimate target behaviours, mean that present behaviour can always be compared to a relevant goal. If goals are met quickly, the player should advance at a fast pace. If goals are not met after repeated attempts, the player should be required to repeat the simpler component tasks. In this way, the player will always be striving towards achievable goals and the game will not present any challenge without providing the player with the skills required to pass it.

Secondly, as the player advances through the game at a quick pace, the game can recognize this and begin presenting rewards on a leaner schedule. The increased scarcity of rewards as the game progresses functions to sustain behaviour.

Thirdly, using the matching law, the game can evaluate the relative reinforcing strength of the various rewards on offer in the game. This information can be used in a variety of different ways, depending on what effect on player behaviour is necessary. For example, they can offer proportionally more of the more attractive rewards (adapting to individual differences), reduce the frequency of those rewards over time (leaning the schedule), or adjust the amount of work required to achieve each of the available awards, in order to ensure that players are motivated to experience each element of the game.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper we have identified that while computer games appear to represent an exciting new paradigm in education, there is a lack of empirical evidence for their effectiveness. We suggest that the current lack of success of these tools is due to a lack of theoretical and methodological rigor in the design of educational games. There is a misunderstanding of the game features that must be included in educational games and the teaching methodologies that are compatible with gameplay.

We propose that Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA), a personalised method of teaching that has been demonstrated as highly successful wherever implemented, appears uniquely positioned to take advantage of the benefits that the medium of computer games offer; their ability to teach in a one-to-one manner, to adapt to the performance of each individual player, to deliver timely and specific feedback to players in a controlled manner, and to motivate players of a wide range of knowledge or skill levels.

Finally, we have laid out some steps that are central to the design of any ABA programme. Including these steps in the design of any educational game will ensure that the game teaches in a way that has both been demonstrated as effective and is also appropriate to the medium of computer games.
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